Gap detection as a function of frequency, bandwidth, and level.
The threshold for detection of a temporal gap in a noiseband was measured. A notched noise masker was used to restrict listening to a limited spectral region. Threshold was measured as a function of center frequency, bandwidth, and level. For a signal bandwidth of one-half the center frequency, the gap threshold decreased from 22.5 ms for a center frequency of 0.2 kHz to 3.2 ms at 8.0 kHz: a wideband condition provided an estimate of 2.3 ms, a value in agreement with previously published estimates. Bandwidth manipulation showed that the variation with frequency was not due to changes in absolute bandwidth alone. The effect of changes in level was determined at three frequencies, 0.4, 1.0, and 6.5 kHz, using a signal bandwidth of half the center frequency. At all frequencies gap threshold decreased as the signal spectrum level was raised from 10 to 25 dB, but a further increase to 40 dB showed no additional improvement. At frequencies up to about 1.0 kHz, the variation of gap threshold with frequency matches well the reciprocal of the bandwidth of the auditory filter, as determined from masking experiments using a notched-noise masker. This suggests that the temporal response of the auditory filter may limit gap detection at low frequencies.